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Introduction

Employment contracts frequently contain covenants not to compete (CNCs) that forbid the
employee to compete against the employer or to work for a competitor. Judges and scholars
demonstrate an ambivalence toward enforcing CNCs similar to their attitude toward specific
performance and liquidated damages. Courts acknowledge that these remedies provide a method
for holding the defendant to his promise, but are concerned that they might also unduly restrict
individual freedom, impose hardship, and interfere with competition. Therefore, rather than giving
remedial terms the deference that they give substantive contractual terms like price and quantity,
courts adopt a case-by-case inquiry into the merits of enforcement. Specific performance is more
likely to be ordered with respect to a contract for unique goods; liquidated damages are awarded
when the liquidated amount is not significantly higher than the promisee’s loss; and CNCs are
enforced when they are limited to employment within the relevant industry and within reasonable
geographic and temporal boundaries. Scholars have thoroughly explored the use and judicial
limits on liquidated damages and specific performance, but have said little about CNCs. In this
paper, we seek to advance an economic explanation of the use of CNCs in employment contracts,
as well as the judicial constraints on their enforcement.
Drawing on Becker’s (1964) distinction between specific and general human capital,
Rubin and Shedd (1981) argue that a CNC is efficient when it protects the investment of an
employer in general training in the absence of perfect capital markets. They imagine an industry in
which the worker cannot afford to pay for the efficient amount of training, and he cannot finance
this amount by borrowing from a third party because he cannot make a commitment to repay out
of future income (because of bankruptcy law, laws against slavery, and so forth). Instead, the
employer makes the investment and seeks to recover it over time by paying a wage lower than the
worker’s marginal product. However, once the worker has received the training, he has the
incentive to leave for a higher wage with a competitor who will share with him the benefits from
the general skills. At the time of the contract with the first employer, the worker cannot commit to
refrain from leaving because he can subsequently avoid damages liability by filing for bankruptcy
and because the courts are reluctant to order specific performance. In contrast, a CNC is more
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likely to be specifically enforced, even in bankruptcy court.4 Therefore, Rubin and Shedd
conclude that the CNC is an effective alternative to specific performance. They also emphasize
that this rationale applies only to general investment (that is, of value to third party employers)
and therefore that the case for CNC enforcement to protect specific investment has yet to be made.
This paper addresses several questions left unresolved by Rubin and Shedd. First, we show
that even in the absence of general investment, parties might rationally prefer CNCs to liquidated
damages or specific performance in order to maximize ex post efficiency. Second, we show that
with general investment, a CNC may be superior to specific performance. By contrast, for Rubin
and Shedd, a CNC is a second best remedy that is attractive only because specific performance is
not available. We explain that a CNC dominates the alternative remedies when it is conditioned
on the movement of the worker only to a defined subset of alternative employers for whom the
initial employer’s training offers value. To highlight this point, we define an intermediate type of
investment that lies between firm-specific and general training: industry-specific human capital.
Third, Rubin and Shedd do not address circumstances in which it may be ex post efficient
for the worker to leave the firm in favor of another employer. We extend the analysis of
investment incentives by providing that renegotiation of the CNC is permitted and costless; in this
way, ex post efficiency is ensured. Thus, the firm might get its investment return in the form of a
payment from the third party employer in exchange for a release of the CNC. Fourth, Rubin and
Shedd do not explain why there should be any judicial interference with the parties’ freedom to
contract for CNCs. We show that there is a cost externality associated with specific investment
that may lead sophisticated parties to contract for inefficiently broad CNCs. We suggest that the
important determinant of the need to police CNCs is the parties’ ability to renegotiate. The lower
the cost of renegotiation, the more the parties can externalize investment costs to prospective
employers. At the other end of the spectrum, if they cannot renegotiate, they cannot externalize
costs and have the incentives to agree to efficient terms, including CNCs.
In Part II, we set up a stylized model of an incomplete employment contract that
anticipates the subsequent entry of alternative employers. In Part III, we assume that the initial
parties cannot renegotiate their contract and we investigate whether a CNC can improve
performance incentives when the worker is capital constrained and judgment proof. We find that,
when these constraints are binding, the CNC has mixed efficiency consequences. Compared to
liquidated damages, the CNC deters inefficient breach more effectively but it also reduces the gain
from efficient breach (because the CNC may preclude employment in the highest valued use).
Under some conditions, the CNC has a positive net efficiency effect on trade incentives when it is
not renegotiable. We also argue that a CNC might improve, but cannot worsen, investment
incentives. Therefore, we conclude that the courts should enforce this term when renegotiation is
impossible, subject to the usual review for unconscionability.
4

Courts usually enforce CN Cs in bankruptcy, see In re Udell, 18 F.3d 40 3 (7 th Cir. 1994) (injunction based on
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In Part IV, we allow for costless renegotiation of the CNC, in response to the entry of a
new employer. Although renegotiation ensures efficient ex post trade outcomes, we find in our
analysis of investment incentives significant support for judicial skepticism and restraint in
enforcing these terms. If a prospective employer falls within the scope of the CNC, this employer
and the worker must negotiate a release from the initial employer. The initial employer will only
agree to a release if he is paid the worker’s value to him under the initial contract. To the extent
that investment increases the amount of this payment, the investment imposes a cost on the third
party. Our paper is therefore related to articles suggesting that contract parties may agree to
supercompensatory liquidated damages in order to deter the entry of competitors or to extract
from entrants a larger portion of their surplus (Aghion and Bolton [1987], Spier and Whinston
[1995], and Chung [1992]). In our case, the external cost leads to overinvestment in specific
training. Spier and Whinston (1995) analyze this externality in the context of a sales contract with
liquidated damages.
To illustrate, suppose that a worker (W) enters into a contract containing a CNC with an
employer (E). Before the worker performs, she is approached by a new employer (Z) who values
W more and offers a higher wage than E. If the CNC precludes W from working for Z and cannot
be renegotiated, the social gain from breach is foregone. However, if renegotiation is costless, the
ex post efficient outcome is produced and the CNC may raise the wage extracted from Z because
W must also obtain release from the CNC. Ex ante, E knows that he will be compensated for his
investment because the new employer will need to pay him for a release. If the investment is
specific (in the sense of being worthless to any other employer), the initial employer will
overinvest because he can externalize the cost of the investment to Z. This ex ante inefficiency is
a plausible basis for the courts’ interference with E and W’s freedom to include a CNC in their
employment agreement. It also suggests that the judicial inclination to enforce CNCs in cases of
specific investment might appropriately depend on whether renegotiation is costly or not.
The overinvestment effect of the CNC is similar to that which would occur in anticipation
of specific performance of the employment contract. Yet, a CNC differs from specific
performance in a critical respect. When the CNC is the only remedy, it impedes the worker from
shifting to some alternative employers (Z), but allows the worker to move to others (Y).
Therefore, a CNC has two countervailing effects on specific investment in our analysis. The first
is the overinvestment described in the foregoing paragraph. If the ex post efficient outcome is a
shift to Z and the CNC impedes the necessary breach, the employer will be compensated for his
investment even though there is no trade. This will lead him to overinvest ex ante. On the other
hand, if the ex post efficient outcome is that W performs for the original employer, E, and the
CNC does not deter a shift to Y, E must pay W a negotiated premium to perform. Anticipating
hold-up by the worker in this event, E will underinvest ex ante. By balancing these two future
effects, the choice of the scope and sanction of the CNC could yield the optimal specific
investment incentives by setting the appropriate boundary between Z and Y. However, as long as
they can externalize the cost of the investment in future bargaining with other employers, the
parties cannot be relied on to reach this efficient result and the courts may be justified in policing
their CNC decision.
3

While the overinvestment externality associated with specific investment militates against
the injunctive enforcement of the worker’s contract, there is a distinct externality related to
general investment that operates in the opposite direction. By definition, general investments
benefit all prospective employers of the trained workers. Therefore, the parties to the initial
employment contract may not internalize all of the social gains from general investment, causing
the employer to underinvest. Specific performance, penalty liquidated damages or CNCs can
improve general investment incentives by effectively allowing the original employer to bargain
with the new employer over the release of the worker from the original contract. The negotiation
differs from that between new employer and worker in two important respects. First, the
reservation price of original employer, E, is the value of the worker’s performance; whereas, to
the worker, it is the contract wage. Second, the original employer, E, may well have greater
bargaining power than the worker, enabling these parties to jointly internalize a larger portion of
the surplus from skills investment. They can in turn split this gain in the ex ante pricing of their
initial contract.
In light of the foregoing investment incentives in the renegotiation context, courts would
do well not to enforce CNCs when the training is specific and to cautiously enforce them when it
is general. The superiority of CNC over specific performance or high liquidated damages is
revealed when we consider that worker training is neither entirely specific nor general: usually, it
is valuable to some other employers, but not all. We define this training as industry specific:
specific to the industry, but general within the industry. If the scope of the CNC is defined to fit
the industry in this sense, the remedy is superior to either specific performance or liquidated
damages because it is conditioned on the worker’s movement to an employer for whom the skills
are valuable (Z, and not Y). Therefore, it sets efficient incentives by allowing the original
employer to extract a larger share of the surplus from its investment from future employers who
value the training, but not from those who do not. Nevertheless, because the parties externalize
the efficiency costs of overly broad covenants not to compete, the courts need to police the scope
of the CNC to keep them, at most, to the subset of employers for whom the relevant training is
valuable.
In Part V, we test our findings against the case law concerning enforcement of CNCs.
Finally, in the Conclusion, we identify several significant avenues for future research: including
the effect of CNC on the search and investment strategies of the prospective employers.

2

Definitions and Assumptions

We examine a stylized interaction between a worker (W) and an employer (E). At time 0,
the parties enter into a contract under which W promises to work for E at time 2 and E promises
to pay to W a wage, p, if W performs. At time 1 E invests an amount, b, in training W. At time 2,
as noted, E either works for W or breaches and works for someone else. At time 3, E can obtain a
remedy in court if W breached.

4

At times 0 and 1, the value of W’s work for E, v, is uncertain. Its outcome depends on the
state of the world at time 2, which is a random variable 2, with cumulative distribution function
F(2) (F’(2) > 0). It is also an increasing function of E’s investment, b. Thus, E’s value is denoted
v(b,2) and vb > 0; vbb < 0. The investment in training may be specific or general. If the training is
specific (bs), it improves W’s value in the current job only; if it is general (bg), it raises W’s value
to other employers as well. To motivate our discussion of the investment efficiencies of CNCs, we
introduce the assumption that W is capital constrained so that she cannot pay for this training,
bond her performance or make an up-front payment to E. And, we assume that the cost of the
worker’s effort at time 2 is the opportunity cost of her value in alternative employment.
If W breaches at time 2, she can potentially work for two alternative employers: Z and Y.
The value of W’s work to each of these employers is a function of 2. The important distinguishing
feature is that the value to Z is also a function of E’s general investment; the value to Y is
unaffected by E’s investment: z(bg,2) and y(2). It may be more meaningful to speak of industryspecific investment (where Z is within and Y outside E’s industry), particularly because this
distinction motivates the efficiency explanation for CNCs presented in section 4. We let
z(2i)>v(2i) and z(2j)<v(2j) for some i and some j. In Section 3, we assume z(-,2i)>y(2i) for all
states of the world in order to focus on the efficiency of breach decision. In Section 4, however,
breach is not an issue because costless renegotiation is permitted. Therefore, we allow for
y(2j)>z(-,2j) for some j and examine investment incentives. In our analysis, a CNC prevents W
from working for a set of employers (Z) for a specified length of time, but it allows W to work for
other employers (Y). This is an important distinction from specific performance or liquidated
damages which establish the same impediment against W for either Z or Y.
We assume that E never breaches. If W performs for E, E pays p. If not, E seeks in court at
time 3, the breach remedy provided in their contract. When the parties design the contract at time
0, they choose among four possible remedial provisions: no sanction for breach, liquidated
damages, specific performance of the worker’s promise to work,5 and injunctive relief under a
CNC. Judicially calculated compensatory damages are excluded because of our information
assumptions discussed below. Where the analysis allows for renegotiation of the contract, it
occurs at time 2, in which case the parties perform their renegotiated obligations immediately and
there is no recourse to the courts. The market for W’s services is not competitive: W negotiates
the initial contract with E at time 0 and the contract with Z or Y, if any, at time 2.
The information about all variables is symmetric among all parties. However, the
investment, b, and the realized state of the world, 2, are not verifiable before a court. Similarly,
the realized v, y, and z are not verifiable. That is why courts cannot calculate expectation or
reliance damages, or enforce a perfect state contingent contract. We do assume that courts can
verify whether a breach has occurred (in other words, whom W is working for), and the amount of
5
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E.
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a liquidated damages provision. We discuss later whether courts are likely to be able to determine
the conditions under which CNCs are socially undesirable.
As benchmarks, the following first-best conditions define optimal trade and optimal
investment. Optimally, W performs his contract with E (i.e. trade will occur) if and only if
v > max(z,y)

(1)

In our model, E makes the investment in W’s training. If it is specific investment, the
optimal investment level, bs*, is determined by :
(2)

The first order condition is:
(3)

As long as there are some states of the world in which W is worth more to alternative
employers than to E (F(2:v > z) < 1), the marginal yield of the last unit of investment (vb(b*, 2)) is
greater than 1 at this optimum. The reason is that the cost of investment is incurred with certainty,
but the returns on the investment will occur only when the value to E is greater than the value to
either of the alternative employers: v > z,y. Given that vbb < 0, E should invest somewhat less than
what he would invest if the parties knew with certainty that trade will be efficient.
If investment is general, the optimal trade condition remains the same as above, but the
investment condition changes to:
(4)
and the first-order condition to:
(5)
In the case of general investment, therefore, the optimum investment is such that the expected
marginal gains from investment in either job must add up to 1. Social welfare is maximized if E
invests as if he obtained the return when W works for Z as well as when W works for E (but not
when W works for Y). Thus, as in the specific investment case, the marginal yield of the last unit
of investment to E is greater than 1.

6
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No Renegotiation

A standard finding in the economics of incomplete contracting is that efficient trade and
efficient investment are in tension. If trading partners are not bound to perform, they will trade if
and only if trade is efficient under the first-best criterion. However, the parties will share the gains
from trade according to their respective bargaining power. E will anticipate that he will not retain
the full surplus from investment and will therefore invest less than the first-best amount. This is
referred to as the hold-up problem. (Williamson [1975]). Moreover, E will capture a small part, if
any, of the gain from general investment that is yielded when W works for another employer.
Therefore, without a commitment, E is likely to underinvest in both specific and general training.
If W makes a contractual commitment that cannot be renegotiated, E will capture the
entire marginal social return on his specific investment and therefore will have efficient specific
investment incentives. However, given that the parties cannot renegotiate and cannot condition
their trade ex ante on the outcome of 2, v or z (which are by assumption not verifiable), trade will
occur even when inefficient. Although the literature has suggested several contract terms that
might achieve both efficient trade and efficient investment, they are available under restrictive
information and enforcement assumptions that fall outside our model.6
A CNC is a negative covenant: a promise to refrain from working for a defined set of
employers.7 Like liquidated damages, the scope of a CNC is a critical decision variable that does
not rely on the verifiability of the realized values of v, z, or y. Unlike liquidated damages,
however, W cannot avoid its enforcement through bankruptcy. This suggests that the CNC may be
more effective than damages in deterring breach and inducing performance. On the other hand, if
W quits in the face of a CNC, she will work for Y rather than Z. This creates a deadweight
opportunity loss of (z S y) that is not incurred under liquidated damages. The net efficiency
comparison is far from clear.
In our model, the scope of the CNC determines the distinction between Z and Y. We
assume for the purpose of exposition that z > y in all states of the world.8 The broader the CNC,
the smaller the set of firms “in Y” and the larger the set of firms “in Z”, thereby yielding a larger
difference, z S y. One might think of specific performance as being the limiting case in which y =
0. The parties will strive to maximize their joint welfare in their determination of the CNC’s
scope; the courts will police this line in order to maximize social welfare. In this section, we argue
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that the parties will tend to have incentives that coincide with social efficiency when the CNC
cannot be renegotiated. The next section examines cases in which CNCs can be renegotiated.
With a simple model, we can begin to compare the effect of adding a CNC in a contract
enforced by damages, where the worker is capital constrained and judgment proof. If the values of
v, z, and y are not verifiable, the parties might agree to liquidated damages that are likely to be
constant. Let the amount of those damages be d. Under this regime, W breaches when z > p + d
(recall that z is assumed in this section to be always greater than y) and performs otherwise. We
use $ = p + d to define the aggregate sanction for breaching: the loss of the wage from E plus the
damages liability.9 Given the distribution of v and z, the parties would choose the $ that optimizes
W’s breach incentives. In any given case, let the optimum be $*.
If, however, W has limited wealth and cannot borrow, this places a cap on the values that
$ can assume. Let this cap be $^. If the constraint is binding, $* > $^. This may occur, for

example, because the collectable portion of damages are insufficient to deter inefficient breach or
the wage (p) cannot be set sufficiently high to induce the worker to perform because the worker
cannot borrow the amount necessary for an up-front payment. In these cases, it is plausible that
the introduction of a CNC may improve the efficiency of trade. The CNC prevents W from
working for Z and shifts the breach condition to y > $, instead of z > $. Since we assume that z >
y, the CNC reduces the incidence of breach. This yields a gain to the extent that breach is
inefficient (2i, where v(2i) > z(2i)) and a loss where breach is efficient (where v(2i) < z(2i)). When
W does breach and is bound by the CNC, she works for Y rather than Z (where z > y > v). This
produces a loss of (z S y).
Figure 1 illustrates the trade-off. We arrange 2i along the horizontal axis, such that v is
monotonic. We assume that v(2) is linear and that z(2) and y(2) are also linear.10 The parties’
selection of price and damages (adjusted for W’s wealth and borrowing capacity) and their
decision to include a CNC, interact with the functions v, z and y to produce three regions. First,
where $^ > z (i.e. from 2 to 2N), the CNC does not affect the outcome: the worker performs and v
is realized. Second, where z > $^ > y (i.e. from 2N to 2O ), the CNC induces W to perform while
the simple liquidated damages regime results in breach and employment with Z. The net benefit
from CNC in this region depends on the parameters of the functions v, z and y. Third, where $^ <
y (i.e. from 2O to 2^), the CNC is clearly inferior to simple liquidated damages because W must
work for Y rather than Z. Therefore, the desirability of a CNC depends on the net magnitude of
efficient breach in the second region and the size of the offsetting deadweight loss in region 3.

[Figure 1]
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Alternatively, W might make an advance payment to E at the time of the contract, in which case d repre sents
this forfeitab le dep osit.
10
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To allow v to cross z and y, v’s slope must have the opp osite sign from z’s and y’s.
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Examination of the graph, and simple mathematics,11 reveals that it is possible for the
CNC to be superior to liquidated damages. The CNC produces “too much” performance and too
little breach; capital constrained liquidated damages has the opposite effect. For an arbitrarily high
v, too much performance produces more value than too much breach. The CNC can also be
superior to simple specific performance of the contract, in which case y is effectively 0.12
Although this is not the focus of the paper, we observe in passing that the comparative
statics are fairly complex, aside from the simple result that the value of the CNC increases with v.
By way of example, increasing z has two effects. First, it reduces the marginal improvement of the
CNC over liquidated damages when performance is efficient (the excess of v over z declines); it
increases the loss when the CNC compels inefficient performance (the excess of z over v
increases); and it increases the loss when the CNC permits W to work for Y (the excess of z over
y increases). In these respects, increasing z reduces the value of the CNC. Second, increasing z
makes breach more attractive under liquidated damages but not under a CNC, and this is at the
margin where v exceeds z by the greatest amount (z shifts 2N to 2O to the left). In this respect,
increasing z enhances the value of the CNC. Comparative statics13 shows that the value of the
CNC increases with z when z is low, but declines with z when z is high. The same is true for $;
the opposite is true for y. The basic reason is that the variables work at two margins, affecting the
amount of value lost (or gained) as a result of breach, and the incidence of breach. But we are
more interested in establishing that parties will rationally and efficiently use CNCs to improve
breach incentives when the liquidated damages remedy is undermined by the risk that W is
judgment proof or unable to make an up-front payment, and that is the point that the reader should
take from the discussion.
From the perspective of social welfare, CNCs do not have the problems that authors have
pinned on liquidated damages. E and W have an incentive to choose high liquidated damages in
order to extract value from employers (Z and Y) who will attempt to bid for W’s services.
(Aghion & Bolton [1987] and Chung [1992]). Z or Y pay the liquidated damages to E, who splits
them with W ex ante; this compensates E and W for losses that result from inefficient
performance but there is still a social cost. In the case of the CNC, there is no such payment; while
there is a deadweight loss if breach occurs, it is internalized by E and W. Thus, E and W cannot
use the CNC to extract value form third parties. Therefore, when renegotiation is impossible and
investment is specific, courts should be less hostile to CNCs than to liquidated damages
provisions (though, by the same token, they should be less reluctant to order specific performance
of the contract if the parties so desire).
We should note that under the assumption of no renegotiation in this subsection, the
investment decision is a redundant issue, and thus the issue of investment efficiency does not
arise. W cannot hold up E on account of the latter’s investment and therefore E does not
11
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underinvest. At the same time, if W moves to work for Y, E is not compensated and therefore will
not overinvest in specific training. E will underinvest in general training that would have
increased the value of W to Y. However, the CNC is no worse with respect to this problem than
the other remedies.

4

Renegotiation

Under the assumption of costless renegotiation, the parties will reach the ex post efficient
outcome regardless of the contract remedy. That is, W will work for E if and only if the value of
W to E is greater than in alternative employment. Renegotiation, however, has a significant effect
on ex ante investment incentives. If E has no contract remedy, W will be able to hold up E for the
amount of its investment by threatening to leave when v > z, y. In anticipation of the hold up, E
will underinvest. If, instead, W contracts to work for E and if E can enforce this promise to
prevent W from breaching, W must negotiate for E’s consent to work for Z or Y. The requirement
of E’s consent has two effects on investment incentives – one efficient and the other not. First, if
W leaves, she must work for the lower wage y, rather than z. The fact that W cannot unilaterally
move to Z reduces W’s threat of breach and, correspondingly, her hold-up opportunity. In turn,
this mitigates E’s underinvestment incentive. Second, in cases where z > v, the enforcement of
W’s promise allows E to recover the payoff on his investment even when W works for another
employer. If the investment is specific, it has no social payoff in that event. Thus, there is an
overinvestment externality with respect to specific investment. If, however, the investment is
general and enhances the value of W to the new employer, the release payment helps E internalize
a greater portion of the social benefit from the investment. The magnitude of these effects depends
on the manner in which the parties choose to enforce their contracts (liquidated damages, specific
performance, CNC, etc.) In examining the effect of renegotiation on investment incentives, we
assume that E and W can successfully structure their own contract at time 0 and renegotiation at
time 2 in such a manner as to avoid hold-ups and maximize their joint private welfare.
To specify the renegotiation somewhat, if W is not bound to work for E, he may bargain
with Z at time 2 and receive a wage of (1 S ()p + (z, where ( 0 [0,1] represents W’s bargaining
power vis-a vis Z. (For example, with probability of (, W can make a take-it-or-leave-it offer.) As
noted earlier, this bargain has no effect on E’s investment incentives. If, however, E can block W
from moving to Z, E effectively becomes a party to the new bargain and must consent to the split.
Two important implications follow. First, E must receive at least v in order to consent. Therefore,
when E and W negotiate together against Z, they will demand at least a wage of v. Second, E may
have greater bargaining power than W alone because, for example, E may have lower risk
aversion or discount rate. With E, the parties may be able to capture a larger part of the surplus, *,
than W would alone (* > (). Therefore, W would receive from Z a wage of (1 S *)v + *z. E and
W can split this amount ex ante in their initial contract. We assume later in the section, for
simplicity, that the same parameters would apply in negotiations with Y in place of Z, and the
wage received by W would be (1 S ()p + (y if movement to Y is not restricted in the initial
contract, and (1 S *)v + *y otherwise. We assume in this section that, for some 2, y > z. The
remainder of this section examines the effect of renegotiation on E’s investment incentives and
10

explains why the courts should police the use and scope of CNCs when the parties can renegotiate
the term at low cost.
4.1

Specific Investment

If W is bound to work for E (e.g., by specific performance or very high liquidated
damages) and we assume costless renegotiation, then efficient trade will occur. W will perform
for E when v > z,y, and will work for Z or Y after negotiating any necessary release from E when
v < z,y. Recall that the E and W will share a payment from Z (or Y) of (1 S *)v+*z (or (1 S *)v +
*y). Therefore, their private investment incentive is:
(6)

The first order condition is:
(7)

The payment to obtain E’s consent causes overinvestment in specific training because it
guarantees E at least some of her return on investment even if W works for Z or Y. This
overinvestment is unavoidable if their contract is enforced by specific performance or high
liquidated damages.
As an aside, we note that a CNC offers an analytically intriguing solution if we relax for
the moment the assumption that E and W act as one. Recall that if W is not bound, W may extract
the quasi-rents of E’s specific investment. Therefore, the parties can establish efficient investment
incentives by choosing contract terms that balance these two effects: (i) the inadequate return E
obtains when performance is optimal and W has the ability to hold-up and (ii) the excess return E
obtains when non-performance is optimal and W is bound by his contract.14 Specifically, recall
that a CNC defines the boundary between prohibited and permitted alternative employers: in our
model, Z and Y, respectively. An appropriately designed CNC can set the boundary between Z
and Y to balance the likelihood that E will have to pay W to perform and that W will pay E to
release the CNC. If v > y > p , the parties must bargain to avoid inefficient movement by W to Y.
In this bargaining, E will be held up with respect to its specific investment. If p > z > v, W must
negotiate the release from its CNC in order to move to Z, and will pay E the value of its specific
investment. Because the specific investment cannot be used by z, this will cause overinvestment

14

Edlin and Reichelstein (1996) make a similar pro posal in the co ntext of a sale of goods co ntract. In their
article, the quantity term is set in order to balance the tendencies for under- and overinvestment. In our analysis, the CNC
is the term used to achieve a similar balance.
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ex ante. Therefore, the parties could in theory create the optimal investment incentives by setting
the boundary between Z and Y to balance the expected impact of the countervailing effects on
investment.
However, the parties lack the motivation to achieve this optimal balance. As Spier and
Whinston (1995) argue in an analysis of sales contracts with liquidated damages, parties will
choose an inefficiently strict remedy in order to externalize the costs of overinvestment on third
parties. Similarly, parties will make their CNC inefficiently broad S to the point of being
functionally equivalent to specific performance S in order to externalize investment and, if v > p
and * > (, to extract a larger portion of the surplus created when the worker shifts her employment
to Z from E. Therefore, their use of CNC is likely to lead to overinvestment by E in specific
training and should (like liquidated damages) be policed by the court.
4.2

General (Industry-Specific) Investments

E’s investment is general when it raises W’s value to Z, as well as to E. The distinctive
concern with general investment is that, in the absence of an impediment to W’s employment
elsewhere, E will fail to account fully for the benefit from her investment that is enjoyed by
alternative employers when W chooses to work for them. As noted above, without a prohibition
against working for Z, W will negotiate a wage of (1 S ()p + (z with Z and (1 S ()p + (y with Y.
Therefore, the parties’ private objective is to choose b such that
(8)

The first order condition is (recall that E’s investment only affects the values of v and z):
(9)

This private optimum can be compared to the social optimum in equation (5) to reveal that E will
underinvest because the parties only capture a fraction ( of the marginal benefit to Z from the
investment.15 The severity of the underinvestment varies inversely with (, W’s bargaining power
in dealing with Z. If W is a monopolist with unique skills that are of similar value to a large
number of potential employers, then she may be able to extract the full surplus (on behalf of W
and E, jointly). In these cases, the justification for CNC presented in this Section does not apply.
Where 0 < ( < 1, however, the parties will strive to structure their contract so as to capture a
larger portion of the surplus and push investment incentives toward the social optimum, or
beyond.
15

It may also be the case that Z has made investments in anticipation of W’s arrival and the rents therefrom may
be appropriated by W (and E). Although, this may cause Z to underinvest, it does not improve E’s investment incentives,
which are ind ependent of this po tential wind fall.
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W and E may be able to increase their share of the return from investment by choosing
terms that restrict W’s freedom to work for Z. Suppose that the initial contract provided for
specific performance or high liquidated damages S defined as d > sup[z(2,b)] S that must be
renegotiated if W is to work for Z or Y. Suppose also that the courts would enforce either the
specific performance or high liquidated damages remedy. We will refer to them collectively as
specific performance because they have the same effect in compelling renegotiation of the initial
contract. E becomes a party to the negotiations over W’s wage from other employers. As noted
earlier, this has two consequences. First, the minimum wage become the maximum of p or v.
Second, the division of the surplus is determined by the greater of the bargaining powers of E or
W. Suppose that v>p and *>(. The wages received from Z and Y are (1 S *)v + *z and (1 S *)v +
*y, respectively. Then, E and W will set contract terms so as to achieve the following investment
condition:
(10)

The first order condition is:
(11)

Specific performance improves general investment incentives by allowing E to internalize a larger
portion of the social gains from general investment. However, E is also compensated for some of
the return on the investment on v even in those states where W works for Z or Y. This is an
overinvestment externality. If we compare (11) against the social optimum condition in (5), we
arrive at the following condition under which specific performance yields the optimal incentives.
(12)

(provided that * < 1). The right side of the equation is the expected marginal value of the training
to Z in those states of the world in which it is efficient for W to work for Z. The left side
represents the expected marginal distributional gain from investment to E in those states in which
it receives a payout from an alternative employer. Recall that in those states, the gain to v from
investment is lost. Where the latter distributional gain is precisely equal to the social gain from
investment to z, optimal investment is achieved. The satisfaction of this condition is exogenous to
the parties’ agreement. Therefore, specific performance either falls short of correcting the
underinvestment problem (where the right side exceeds the left in (12)) or overshoots and causes
an overinvestment problem (the right side is less than the left).
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Covenants not to compete are usually limited in scope. To the extent that these limitations
define the range of alternative employment opportunities in which the general skills are valuable
(e.g. the industry to which the investment is specific), a covenant not to compete may be superior
to liquidated damages and specific performance. Specifically, if the parties agree to a CNC that
impedes W’s movement to Z, but not Y, E will invest as follows:
(13)

The first order condition is:
(14)

By comparing (14) with the social optimum investment condition in (5), we arrive at the
following condition for optimal investment incentives under the covenant not to compete.
(15)

Compare this optimality condition with the corresponding condition for specific performance in
(12). The left hand side in (15) is by definition less than the right hand side in (12). This makes it
less likely that the left side exceeds the right and makes overinvestment a less severe risk. The
intuition here is that the covenant not to compete does not allow the parties to extract value from
Y and thereby externalize to Y the cost of worker training.
The efficiency of CNCs depends on the parties choosing the optimal defined CNC, or the
courts compelling them to do so. The tendency of the parties will, of course, be to expand their
CNC to externalize the cost of worker training to as many prospective future employers as
possible: that is to come as close as possible on the effect of specific performance demonstrated
above. This explains the need for the courts to trim the scope of CNCs to those employers for
which the investment is valuable (Z). In many cases, that subset lies within the industry and it may
be consequently more apt to refer to E’s investment as industry-specific, rather than general
investment. Further, E will want to define the duration and geographic scope to be greater than
necessary to recover its return, which we do not capture in the model. Courts must be able to
prevent this as well.
To summarize, a CNC has a significant external impact because it introduces the original
employer, E, to the negotiations between W and its new employer. Where the CNC is binding, it
permits the initial parties to recover some of the gains from the general investment to Z, and
therefore mitigates the incentive of E to underinvest. However, it also permits the parties to
recover the marginal contribution of the investment to v in those states where W will work for
14

employers for whom the training is not valuable. This leans E’s incentives toward overinvestment.
Even in the case of general (or industry-specific investment), the latter effect might outweigh the
former. Because the parties externalize the efficiency losses from overinvestment, they lack the
incentive to agree to the optimal CNC scope in their initial contract. They will tend to agree to
overly broad covenants. This analysis explains: first, why CNCs may be better at yielding efficient
investment incentives than specific performance or very high liquidated damages and, second,
why the courts should police the scope of CNCs and restrict them, at least, to those employers for
whom the relevant training is valuable.
4

Trade Secrets

We have defined specific investment to improve the value of W to E and general
investment to increase the value of W to E and other employers (Z). By trade secrets, we mean
even more general investments that raise the value of W and other employees to E and other
employers (z) at time 2.16 These are sometimes referred to as disembodied trade secrets. Customer
lists, production techniques and internal organizational structures are examples. In both the cases
of general investments and trade secrets that are enjoyed by Z, E may not internalize the full social
benefit of her investment. Moreover, E may be injured by the competitive advantage thereby
gained by the other employer. The critical difference between general investments and trade
secrets is that W need not change employment in order to pass the benefits of trade secrets to
other employers. Therefore, a severe sanction on quitting may not be sufficient to deter her sale of
E’s trade secrets, and the natural legal response is to make the seller of trade secrets criminally
liable.
Yet a CNC may still be instrumental in addressing the risk of appropriation of trade secrets
by W. If, at time 0, W promises not to pass on E’s trade secrets, the enforcement of this contract
(or criminal prosecution) is hampered by significant verifiability obstacles. It is difficult for E to
prove at time 3, for example, that the customer list used by Z was E’s list, given to Z by W. Those
facts, however, may be observable to E. Therefore, W’s promise is more readily enforceable
through E’s internal disciplinary process (e.g. demotion, suspension, etc.), particularly if E’s
incentive to act capriciously or to use his powers to revise W’s contract can be controlled by
reputation. To the extent that W can leave E’s employment with the trade secrets, she can escape
these sanctions. Conversely, if she is compelled to continue working for E, she will thereby be
deterred from appropriating trade secrets. To the extent that W’s quitting cannot be prevented by
the usual contract remedies of specific performance or damages (for the reasons indicated earlier
in the paper), the CNC enhances the effectiveness of internal discipline by raising the cost of exit.
This reasoning does not justify why CNCs are to be preferred over specific performance. Nor does
it explain why CNCs are sometimes not contingent on the worker’s breach: they apply whether
she quits, performs, or even is terminated. In this context, the CNC may not track and, indeed,
may even exceed the set of those industries in which trade secrets are valuable. Its optimal scope
and duration are a function of the value of the trade secrets to the firm, the observability and the

16

Rubin & Shed d (1981 ) do not appear to make this distinction.
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verifiability of disclosures by the worker to competitors, the reputation and other constraints on
opportunistic use of internal sanctions by the employer, and the cost of renegotiation.

5

Doctrine

Our model is premised on several restrictive assumptions and we are therefore cautious in
making any descriptive or normative claims. With that caveat, we might compare our conclusions
with the common law doctrine. In brief, our analysis suggests that a court faced with a CNC
should ask itself three questions. First, to what extent were the parties able to renegotiate their
covenant? If renegotiation is impossible or very costly, the courts should enforce the CNC.
Otherwise, they should address the second question: did the covenant protect employer investment
in specific or in more general training? If renegotiation is possible and the CNC clearly protects
only specific investment, the courts should not enforce the CNC. If the investment might benefit
alternative employers (i.e. general), it might correct underinvestment incentives and the court
should therefore proceed to the third question: would the covenant enable the parties to
externalize training costs to prospective employers who are unlikely to benefit from the related
skills? If so, the courts should appropriately curtail the reach of the CNC. The protection of trade
secrets involve a distinct inquiry along the lines described in Section 4, leading the courts to
enforce the CNC subject t.o limits preventing overreaching. In this section, we briefly review the
manner in which the courts address the three questions posed above. We concede, as a preliminary
manner, that these questions may well depend on factors that are themselves very difficult for the
courts to verify.
We are unaware of cases in which enforcement of a CNC turns on whether renegotiation is
impossible or costly or easy. This might be because renegotiation is never very costly, in which
case the assumption of impossible renegotiation is no more than a modeling artifact, or because
courts cannot distinguish between employment relationships which are difficult to renegotiate and
employment relationships which are easy to renegotiate. We think it most plausible that
renegotiation is relatively cheap in ordinary employment relationships, and therefore the
assumption of costless renegotiation is more appropriate than the assumption of impossible
renegotiation.
Given that renegotiation is possible, the courts must investigate whether the CNC protects
specific or more general training; they should enforce (with limits) a CNC only in the latter case.
The doctrine, of course, does not speak in these terms. Rather, it holds that a CNC can be enforced
only in employment contracts involving a “protectible interest” that would be lost if the employee
were hired by a competitor. Although there is no general definition of a protectible interest, it is
conventionally thought to include long-term customer relationships, good will, confidential
information, trade secrets, customer lists, and extraordinary skills.17 These categories reflect an
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See Decker (1985), pp. 75-78.
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overwhelming concern with general investments or trade secrets, as opposed to specific skills.18
For instance, a court enforced a CNC in a case involving a hearing aid salesman who had obtained
a license to sell hearing aids as a result of the employer’s investment in training.19 This license and
training could readily be deployed in competition with the employer. Similarly, if an employer
improved the employee’s ability to foster good relations with customers, the employee might take
that ability, not to mention the customers, to another firm.
However, there are cases in which courts fail to find a protectible interest even though the
employer appears to have made a general investment, for example, the training of a copy machine
repairman, a hairdresser, and even a vice president of a company.20 This undermines somewhat
the match between the general/specific investment distinction and protectible/ non-protectible
interests. The category of protectible interest appears underinclusive.
If a court finds a protectible interest, it turns to policing the reach of the CNC. According
to the doctrine, the court will enforce a CNC only if there is a reasonable relationship between the
protection of that interest and the duration and scope of the covenant. Our analysis begs the
question of whether the judicial limits to CNC enforcement roughly track our concern with
overinvestment externalities (the third question). While the results of the cases indicate a judicial
appreciation of the incentives of employers and workers to agree to inefficiently broad and longterm covenants, we find only weak links to investment incentives. Geographic restrictions seem to
prevent employers from extracting quasi-rents from other employers who would not benefit from
the workers’ expertise because it is local. Time restrictions prevent employers from extracting
quasi-rents from other employers who would not benefit from the workers’ expertise that is timesensitive. Yet, even along these dimensions, the courts rely largely on rules of thumb. In general,
covenants appear most likely to be enforced if their time limits are two years or less, their
geographical restrictions are fewer than 34 miles, and activity restrictions are narrow.21 Very long
or unlimited time periods, and very broad or unlimited geographical areas, are rarely upheld.
Other restrictions seem somewhat more haphazard. For example, if an employee has managed ten
of the employer’s 100 clients, a covenant that prevents the employee from competing for those ten
clients is more likely to be upheld than a covenant that prevents the employee from competing for
all 100 clients.22 If the employee is a disk jockey for a radio station that broadcasts over 60S90
miles, then a 100 mile covenant reasonably limits the ability of a competitor to broadcast the disk
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The only problem for our argument is the extraordinary skill category – an extraordinary skill should be
considered a protectible interest under our model only if the skill is the result of the emp loyer’s ge neral investment, rather
than something brought to the relationship by the employee – but this category appears in any even t to be nearly em pty.
See Decker (1985), pp, 82-84.
19
Levy v. Baker, 528 S .W .2d 5 58 (Tenn. Ct. A pp. 1 973 ). See also T icor T itle Insurance Co. v. Cohen, 173 F.3d
63 (2d Cir. 1999) (title insurance salesman, a senior vice president in charge of several major accounts, had unique
skills).
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Decker (1985), pp. 82-83, citing Greenlee v. Tuscaloosa Office Prods. & Supply, Inc. 474 So.2d 669 (AL
1985); Family Affair Haircutters, Inc. v. Detling, 488 N .Y.S.2d 205 (1 985), and Reed , Roberts Assocs., Inc. v. Strauman,
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Whitmore 1990.
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jockey’s program into the first employer’s broadcast area.23 In a case involving a highly paid sales
executive in a high-tech business, however, an unlimited geographic area was enforced.24
Finally, courts appear to be willing to enforce more expansive CNCs in order to protect
trade secrets, than in other contexts.25 However, as before there is a tradeoff between this benefit
of the CNC and the various harms S including the overinvestment externality S and there is the
danger that the employer will give the worker confidential but unnecessary information in order to
justify enforcement of a CNC that would otherwise be illegitimate.
6

Conclusion

Our exploration of the CNC has shown that if courts can determine when renegotiation is
costly, they should enforce CNCs, and they should enforce them more liberally than liquidated
damages provisions. When renegotiation is cheap, our conclusion is more complex. The attraction
of the CNC is that, unlike specific performance, it can potentially be used to balance out over- and
underinvestment incentives when the employer makes a general investment. But the parties do not
have the right incentives to choose the socially optimal CNC, just as they do not have the right
incentives to choose the socially optimal liquidated damages clause.

23
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